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I. Introduction

Currently, information systems are mainly being confronted by the challenge of information overload and alleviative methods are required to cope with and ultimately overcome this problem effectively and efficiently. Recommendation systems act as intelligent agents that provide solutions; the actual recommendation procedure is being stated as "the process of utilizing the opinions of a community of customers to help individuals in that community for more effectively identifying the content of interest from a potentially overwhelming set of choices."[1]. The of context-awareness has been introduced to the recommendation domain to increase the efficiency and usability of information filtering systems while providing solutions to information overload. Context-awareness emerged to acquaint users with the influence of the external environment on his/her appreciation of the items. Recently, however, not only the physical status but also users’ psychological conditions are considered in the recommendation process. In the context-aware recommendation domain, many contextual features have been identified as contextual parameters, for instance companion in the movie recommendation domain, time and mood constraints in the music recommendation, and weather, season, travel type, etc., in the travel recommendation domain [2].

Much research has examined the application of context on the effective recommendation solutions in a variety of domains [3], [4], [5], [6]. In our study, we mainly focus the incorporation of emotion and user behavior as contextual parameters and try to compare the feasibility of the selected parameters on one of the challenging domain, travel recommendation compared to classical recommendation domains like movies, music, books, etc. Emotion has been used as a contextual parameter in several studies recently, and a few studies have made an effort to discuss the effectiveness of emotion in the recommendation process [7] with a real-world dataset, for example, LDOS-CoMoDa which is a movie dataset. Recently, recommendation systems have revealed a prodigious tendency to adapt emotion due to its effectiveness in human decision-making processes. These research efforts have been conducted independently and extended to two major research domains, i.e., Recommender systems and Affective computing. In particular, the user behavior actions; rating and tagging emotion were added to our study to analyze the effectiveness in the presence of both parameters together and individually in the proposed travel destination recommendation system. The context-aware dataset on travel recommendation is hard to find compared to traditional recommendation domains. Firstly, we derived our dataset based on user reviews for each destination chosen for the study by employing Semantic Analysis concepts. Secondly, we compared each parameter’s effectiveness on travel destination recommendation by using the Pre-filtering technique and Tensor Factorization. Consequently, this study focuses on investigating the context-aware recommendation based on the parameters, user behavior, and emotion. The key objective of this paper is...
to propose a framework for the traveler destination recommendation system, exploiting the emotion and user behavior while optimizing each contextual parameter in the recommendation.

a) **Our contribution**

In this paper, we propose two foremost contributions for context-aware travel recommendation. We chose two contextual parameters - emotion and user behavior, and we implement the recommendation engine by using Pre-filtering techniques and then compare the effectiveness of the recommendation systems with the absence of any contextual parameter. Furthermore, we associate how individual contexts perform in the recommendation process by implementing the recommendation system with Tensor Factorization and comparing the results for each parameter. Finally, we compare two approaches, specifically Pre-filtering and Tensor Factorization for each context. We evaluate all the implemented methods with precision, mean average precision, mean average precision with emotion groups, the t-test (to check the difference in average precision and average preference ratings) and overall user satisfaction. The results of the study conclude the feasibility of selected contexts in travel recommendation. The rest of the paper is structured as follows.

The next section provides a brief overview of the related work, i.e., context and context selection, context awareness, the state-of-the-art of travel recommendation systems, contextual pre-filtering and context modeling techniques. Section three discusses an overall structure and implementation process of our proposed travel destination recommendation system. Section four evaluates the performance of the proposed system. The final section documents the concluding remarks on the major themes covered here and directions for further research.

II. **Background**

a) **Context and context-awareness**

The context has been defined in multiple ways and described as a multifaceted concept in different research domains [8]. Most of the contextual information concerns characteristics of an activity such as location, time and some dynamic features of user profiles, for example users' emotional state [9]. Hence, information e.g. location, time, social companion, and mood, etc., can be considered as the context in the case of recommendation systems [10]. Most of the domains introduce context-awareness to increase the efficiency and usability of information systems particularly when such a system is accessed by mobile devices [11]. However, this is applicable to other domains as well since usability of an information system is highly concerned in development process. The context-aware recommendation systems have been categorized into two kinds: firstly, as systems that use contextual information as a criterion to filter items; and secondly, systems employing contextual information at the time users can evaluate items devised by some authors [12].

b) **Emotion in other recommendation domains**

Recently, more efforts have been made to use emotion in the recommendation process. Research has been conducted on individual domains or combining domains such as an affective computing and recommendation systems. The role of emotion in the recommendation systems' consumption chain has been discussed in three stages, namely the entry stage, the consumption stage and exit stage. All three yield great influence on human decision-making [13]. User emotion can be described by modeling it using the Universal model or Dimensional model. The universal model describes emotion categories as happiness, anger, sadness, fear, disgust, and surprise while the dimensional model uses valence, arousal and dominance. Adapting emotion as a context parameter to the recommendation system was first done by Gonzalez et al. (2007) [14]. From then on, many applications arose on this topic due to the success of various research work. Emotion-based music recommendation is one of the domain both recommendation systems and affective engineering studies are merged [15], [16], [17]. Due to the diversity and richness of music content and in context-based music recommendation systems, it often needs multidisciplinary efforts such as emotion description, emotion detection, etc., to achieve success. The movie recommendation domain has also been enriched by applying emotion to the recommendation and a few studies incorporated emotion in various stages of movie consumption [18], [7], [19]. Thus, for an example emotion in each stage is monitored and incorporated into the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset for the recommendation process with reference to emotional contexts: Mood, Dominant Emo and EndEmo [7].

c) **Travel recommendation systems**

In Table 1 below we summarize a few travel recommendation systems by focusing the attention on the contextual parameters and recommendation approaches used.
Table 1: Travel Recommendation Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Contextual Parameters</th>
<th>Recommendation Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bian (2009) [20]</td>
<td>User Behavior</td>
<td>Location, Open Hours, Close Date, Mini Time, Stay, Age Range, Occupation</td>
<td>Bayesian network techniques and analytic hierarchy process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yong, Robin and Bamshad (2012) [22]</td>
<td>User Behavior</td>
<td>Trip Type, Trip duration, Origin City, Destination City, Month</td>
<td>CF with differential context relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soha, Tayasir and Adel (2016) [23]</td>
<td>Use Behavior and User Mood</td>
<td>Weather, Time of the day, Users Location User Mood: Happy, angry, Excited, Tired</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm and Matrix factorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavalas and Kenteris (2011) [25]</td>
<td>Location, time, weather, user behavior</td>
<td>Location, time, weather</td>
<td>Collaborative filtering while considering contextual information in pervasive environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noguera, Barranco, Segura and MartiNez' (2012) [26]</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Use both pre and post-filtering approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soe Tsyr Yuan and Chun-Ya Yang (2017) [27]</td>
<td>User emotion</td>
<td>User behavior searching history, destination stores, feedback of emotional words</td>
<td>Use color imagery as the uniform representation of customers' expectation to facilitate the scoring and ranking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the studies in the table attempted to incorporate various types of contextual information in the recommendation process. For example, Soe Tsyr Yuan and Chun-Ya Yang et al. (2017) in their work tried using emotion in the recommendation process, but their method to extract emotion was based on color and imagination. Travel recommendation systems serve tourists with relevant and personalized destination suggestions for helping them to make better decisions. State-of-the-art of recommendation systems can be analyzed as web-based systems or mobile-based systems, while the web-based are being the predominant type. As well depending on the service, systems’ recommendation can be clustered. Suggested here are the destination and construction of a complete tourist package, recommended suitable attractions at one specific place, a detailed multi-day trip schedule, and social capabilities [28].

III. Context-Aware Recommendation

Context-aware recommendation systems try to estimate the rating function \( R \) by incorporating the contextual information \( C \) for item \( I \) by user \( U \) with initially specified user rating as follows:

\[
R: \text{User} \times \text{Item} \times \text{Context} \rightarrow \text{Rating}
\]

where the user x item pair refers to users, who are not rated yet. Integration of emotion in the recommendation process can take three forms, these being contextual pre-filtering, contextual post-filtering, and contextual modeling according to Adomavicius et al. [29]. In the pre-filtering stage, the contextual information is used to filter and select the most relevant data before applying the recommendation algorithm. On the other hand, the post-filtering applies recommendation algorithm to the original dataset; then the recommendations are filtered according to the contextual information. Both pre-filtering and post-filtering treat the recommendation process as a 2D recommender. In our study, we only use pre-filtering techniques, since we try to compare the effectiveness of contextual modeling over contextual filtering approach. The contextual modeling approach considers the context in the recommendation algorithm and hence the rating function is treated as a 3D function which represents a user, item, and context as \( \text{User} \times \text{Item} \times \text{Context} \) and provides a rating for each user.
a) **Pre-filtering with context-aware recommendation**

The collaborative filtering technique uses the preference for items preferred by users (user-item matrix). Each entry in the user-item matrix represents the preference score or the ratings of the $f^{th}$ user for the $j^{th}$ item, where there is $m$ number of users, $U = u_1, u_2, ..., u_m$ and $n$ number of items, $I = i_1, i_2, ..., i_n$. Each user $u_i$ has a list of items $i$, which the user has expressed his/her preference about (see Figure 1). By calculating the similarities between the users, collaborative filtering matches set of users with relevant interest and make the recommendation [30].

![User-Item Matrix (after filtering)](image)

**Figure 1:** Collaborative Filtering Process with Pre-filtering Technique. The filtered user-item matrix data are used to predict rating for a user.

In the pre-filtering approach, the user-item matrix consisted of the filtered dataset according to the current context in the query.

b) **Contextual modeling with context-aware recommendation**

In applying Tensor Factorization techniques to recommendation systems, a predictive model is provided by analyzing patterns from the data, linked to the multifaceted nature of the user-item interaction. A tensor is considered to be an array of numbers with more than two dimensions and serve as a natural extension of matrices to a higher order case [33], [34]. Thus, a tensor is a multidimensional array or can refer to a $N^h$ order tensor which is an element of the tensor product of $N$ vector spaces. We use CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) Tensor Factorization model which uses ratings from $M$ users for $N$ items under $Q$ types of contexts as a three-dimensional tensor $M \times N \times Q$. The latent features stored in $U \in R^{M \times D}$, $I \in R^{N \times D}$ and $C \in R^{Q \times D}$ where $U$ represents D-dimensional row vector for $m$ users, $I$ for latent features for item $i$ and $C$ represents the latent features of context category $q$; [35] (see Figure 2). The same size vectors are sometimes arranged together to form three matrices in Tensor Factorization model, and for the explanation, we also use it as the size of $d$. Then user $m$’s rating for item $i$ under context $q$ can be predicted as following:

$$f_{miq} = \sum_{d=1}^{D} U_{md} I_{id} C_{qd}$$

![Tensor Factorization Model](image)

**Figure 2:** Tensor Factorization Model.
IV. Incorporation of Emotion and User Behavior in Proposed Recommendation System

a) Context acquisition
In the implementation of the proposed recommendation system, the contextual parameters must be acquired and made available for recommendation.

![Figure 3: User Rating Capturing. User preference for a place gathered in five-star scale.](image)

![Figure 4: Emotion Tag Creation. The users were asked to tag an emotion for a place when they logged into the system.](image)

The emotion of the users recorded in the system when users logged into it by themselves. Users' current emotions are collected according to the scale of Happy, Surprise, Disgust, Sad, Afraid, Angry, Confidence and Anticipation based on the Plutchik emotion classification [36]. Concerning user behavior, we recorded user actions such as user rating and emotion tagging for places in the system as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

b) Dataset
The dataset used to implement the proposed recommendation system was derived by collecting data for the world's most famous 100 tourist attractions in 2016. This information included place description, location and images and they were collected from Wikipedia while the average rating and one hundred user reviews for each place were collected from TripAdvisor. Then the extracted reviews were analyzed and classified to acquire emotion tags to represent a user's emotional state for a place in two stages. Firstly, stop words were removed, stemming was done using Porter's algorithm and Term Frequencies (TF) were calculated for each review and calculated the total TFs by emotions and with highest frequencies we decided the emotion tag [46]. We collected 9998 ratings for 8470 users, rated on 100 places and derived an emotion tag for each user rated by each place.

c) Recommendation system implementation
The implementation of the proposed recommendation system was done based on the selected two approaches, Pre-filtering and Tensor Factorization. We developed two recommendation engines for the system which were, based on collaborative filtering and Tensor Factorization, using the two derived datasets and loaded the place data into the system's database. The proposed framework for the recommendation process with each approach illustrated in Figure 5. The collaborative filtering approach considers the recommendation process with emotion (CFE), user behavior (CFUB) and emotion and user behavior (CFEEUB) together with the Pre-filtering techniques in the proposed context-aware recommendation system. The similarity and predictive rating values were calculated for each user, and the top five places were recommended to the user for each CFE, CFUB, and CFEEUB approaches. To compare the effectiveness in recommendation process, the system which is not incorporated with any contextual parameter (CFN) also developed. In the implementation process, we used item-item collaborative filtering to develop and review our contextual parameters on the derived dataset for pre-filtering techniques.

---

1 https://en.wikipedia.org
2 https://www.tripadvisor.com
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In the context-aware recommendation process the recommendation based on emotion was analyzed with reference to three emotion groups based on the Plutchik's emotion classification: Group I: Anticipation (Anticipation, Surprise), Group II: Joy (Joy, Sadness, Fear) and Group III: Trust (Trust, Disgust and Anger). Thus in the collaborative filtering recommendation process, selecting data to be placed in the recommendation engine was done based on these three groups since we assumed that the recommendation should lie on the positive emotion scale. Therefore, Disgust, Fear, Anger, and Sadness are categorized and arranged as three positive groups, i.e., Anticipation, Joy and Trust based on Plutchik's comprehensive list of eight primary emotions arranged as opposing pairs. To refrain from using the negative emotion category in each group, Fear and Anger arranged in the Joy and Trust groups, respectively. We utilized these three groups to evaluate the influence of user emotion on the recommendation. The dataset was input to the recommendation function based on the user's emotion states that were logged in to the system.

To apply Pre-filtering with item-item collaborative filtering, the target user's rating prediction for a target item is made by considering the user-item rating pairs, while the prediction for a certain user for a target item is predicted based on the user's ratings on the observed items. The similarity calculation for item i and item j, needs to identify set of users who have rated both items and then compute the similarities for those users [37], [38].

The similarity calculation for the recommendation process was calculated based on the Loglikelihood ratio which relies on calculating the similarity between two items or users based on statistics since the Loglikelihood provided a sufficient number of items for recommendation compared to Pearson's Correlation. The Loglikelihood ratio is derived based on the occurrences relating to the users or items which are users or items overlapping in preferences where both compared users have preferences or not, and the events where both users or items do not have preferences [39], [40]. The prediction algorithms play the role of guessing the rating a user would provide for a target item [41]. We calculated the predictive rating \( P_{u,i} \) by after a space user u for item i as shown below:

\[
P_{u,i} = \frac{\sum_{n \in N} (sim(u,n) + 1) \times R_{u,n}}{\sum_{n \in N} (sim(u,n) + 1)}
\]

where \( sim(u,n) \) is the similarity between \( n^{th} \) item and user u and \( R_{u,n} \) is the rating for user u on item n for all N number of items which are based on the Mahout item based recommendation algorithm [42]. The similarity calculations ranged from -1.0 to 1.0 and to avoid negative values we added 1.0 to similarity values, so the similarity ranges from 0.0 to 2.0. The top five place recommendations list was created based on the highest similarity values to the least in the provided most similar places, set from the places pool. \( Pu_i \), \( s_i \) is the illustration for predictive rating calculation in different contexts. (see Figure 6,7 and 8).

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
S1 & S2 \\
U1 & 1 & 0.45 \\
U2 & 1 & 0.5 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 6: User-Item matrix U1 and u2 are two users rated for item s1 and s2.
In the contextual modeling approach, we used Tensor Factorization, because in applying it enhances the ability to consider the multifaceted nature of the user-item interaction as discussed in the Background. In the CP Tensor Factorization, three-dimensional tensors $M \times N \times Q$ are used for $M$ users for $N$ items with the $Q$ types of contexts. Two proposed contextual parameters were analyzed as Tensor Factorization with emotion (TFE), Tensor Factorization with user behavior (TFUB) and Tensor Factorization with emotion and user behavior (TFEUB) in Tensor Factorization approach. So, in each case, at least one parameter was selected for the recommendation process. The recommendation of the tensor-based approach was developed based on CARSkit library [43] and the context appearance for user $m$ for item $i$ with the context $k$ can be either 1 or 0 as a binary value and input to the recommendation process. As an example, for user 4 for Place ID 52, the contextual information is stated below in Table 2.

| Table 2: Example of the Results for Contextual Information for a User |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| emotion: angry   | emotion: anticipation | emotion: disgust | emotion: fear     | emotion: joy    |
| TFEUB 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 |
| TFUB 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 |
| TFE 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 |

Figure 9 depicts an example for top five place list provided for a user in Tensor Factorization approaches.
V. Evaluation

a) Experimental setup

First, we describe the evaluation protocols for place recommendation in the proposed system. Then we demonstrate how the contextual parameter selection for Pre-filtering and Tensor factorization performed to assess the effectiveness of the recommendation process. Afterwards, we evaluate the impact of each parameter on each approach in the recommendation process in terms of the recommendation system's quality. For comparison reasons, we separately evaluate each recommendation approach, and especially the collaborative filtering approach against non-context collaborative filtering based recommendation. Also, for each context, the Tensor Factorization and Collaborative Filtering approaches were also compared. The reason for selecting both Tensor Factorization and Collaborative Filtering is because both filtering and contextual modeling approaches can be tested in context-aware recommendation.

The implemented system, Travel Destination was presented to 16 users, and they were all asked to experiment with the recommendation process and evaluate the two recommended lists. These lists, which were asked for rating according to the user preference for each place in the list and state the overall preference for the list according to user’s current emotion while stating the overall satisfaction for the recommended lists in the five-point Likert scale.

b) Evaluation protocols

Evaluation Protocols for the task of recommendation lists, the following are used:

1) We used Precision and Mean Average Precision (MAP) values of the two approaches.
2) We evaluated the recommendation lists considering the emotion groups derived at the recommendation engine designing stage to track, how the lists fitted with the users’ emotions by using Mean Average Precision on Emotional groups (MAPE).
3) To compare contextual recommendation against non-context recommendation we used t-test to examine the superiority of the all context incorporated approaches (CFE, CFUB, CFEUB, TFE, TFUB, TFEUB) against baseline approach (CFN) by evaluating \( t_{\text{mean}} \) of both Average precision (AveP) and Average Preference Rating (APR) based on the rating, users marked as Preferred and Preferred much in the five-point Likert scale.

4) The user rating behavior variation for the user emotion was analyzed for the validation of the emotion groups in the recommendation system design.

5) The overall satisfaction of users towards the recommendation system also was analyzed.

Thus, in the experiment, the testing users had to register to the system and then input their emotions in the given emoticon scale and evaluate the two lists, each with five places.

c) Results and discussion

The Classification Accuracy Measure is one of the Accuracy metrics, which measures to what extent a recommendation algorithm can correctly classify items as interested or not. In our study, we use Precision one of the common measurers for recommendation system evaluation; recommender system’s preference ratings must be converted its rating scale into a binary scale, so we converted rating scale as ratings of 4 and 5 are good recommendations [44]. The Precision expresses the fraction of recommended items that are actually relevant to the user [45].

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Correctly recommended items}}{\text{Total recommended items}}
\]

The precision values for the all the context incorporated approaches (CFE, CFUB, CFEUB, TFE, TFUB, TFEUB) and the non-context approach (CFN) as rated by 16 users, were calculated as below and mean precision values for all the context incorporated approaches were greater compared to CFN. The Average Precision calculates the precision at the position of every correct item in the ranked results list of the recommender. The mean of these average precision values across all relevant lists is the mean average precision or MAP. The MAP also outperformed the all the context incorporated approaches compared to CFN (see Table 3).

\[
AveP = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{P(k) \times rel(k)}{Q}}{\text{number of relevant items}}
\]

\[
\text{MAP} = \frac{\sum_{q=1}^{Q} AveP(q)}{Q}
\]

where \( P(k) \) is the precision at k-th element, \( rel(k) \) is 1 if the i-th item of the list is relevant, and \( Q \) is the total no. of lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Mean Av. Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFN</td>
<td>59.69</td>
<td>61.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFUB</td>
<td>61.88</td>
<td>67.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFE</td>
<td>65.31</td>
<td>69.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFEUB</td>
<td>71.88</td>
<td>79.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFUB</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>72.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>74.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEUB</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>81.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, we analyzed the Mean Average Precision based on emotional groups (MAPE) for each approach.

\[
MAPE = \frac{\sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} AveP(q)}{\sum_{c=1}^{C} Q}
\]

where \( C \) is the no. of emotion groups, and we rely on three groups in our evaluation. In Figure 10, The overall MAPE values on Collaborative Filtering approach and Tensor Factorization approach with emotional groups Trust, Joy and Anticipation are illustrated respectively. Thus, the emotional group vise MAP showed increased results compared to general approach.

![Figure 10: Average Precision Values with Emotion Groups](image)

We, statistically compared the performance of the Collaborative Filtering approaches and Tensor Factorization approaches with non-context approach CFN; in terms of average precision values and average preference ratings. So, the hypotheses are:

- \( H_0: \mu_c = \mu_{CFN} \) and alternative hypotheses are \( H_a: \mu_c \neq \mu_{CFN}, H_a: \mu_c > \mu_{CFN} \), where \( \mu_c \) and \( \mu_{CFN} \) are Mean of average precision rating of context-aware approaches and non-context collaborative filtering approach respectively.

- \( H_0: \mu_{cp} = \mu_{CFN} \) and alternative hypotheses are \( H_a: \mu_{cp} = \mu_{CFN}, H_a: \mu_{cp} > \mu_{CFN} \), where \( \mu_{cp} \) and \( \mu_{CFN} \) are Mean of preference ratings of context-aware approaches and non-context collaborative filtering approach respectively.

Since \( T \) value (Test Statistic) < \( t_{\alpha, \nu} \) (Critical Value), we reject the null hypothesis in both cases and concluded that the two population means are different at the 0.05 level of significance, while at the alternative hypothesis \( \mu_c > \mu_{CFN} \) and \( \mu_{cp} > \mu_{CFN} \) are true in all contexts incorporated approaches. Table 4 illustrates \( p \)-values obtained for the t-test from the MAP and Mean Rating Preferences.

**Table 4: Precision Values and Mean Average Precision Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Mean Average Precision (p-value)</th>
<th>Mean Rating Preference (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFUB</td>
<td>0.6221</td>
<td>0.8386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFE</td>
<td>0.4389</td>
<td>0.5094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFEUB</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
<td>0.0940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFUB</td>
<td>0.2614</td>
<td>0.2408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>0.1631</td>
<td>0.7061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEUB</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, the t-test results showed that the difference with the baseline recommender (CFN) in terms of average precision and average rating preferences of the contextual approaches are statistically significant. The user rating behavior showed that users have rated as preferred and much preferred when they have Joy, Surprise, Trust and Anticipation emotion, compared to Fear, Sad, Disgust and Angry emotions. Thus, these results showed that suggesting places, incorporated with positive emotion is much suitable and the used emotional group classification in the recommendation system design process, works fine in this regard (see Figure 11).
Finally, we collected users’ feedback on how they overall satisfied with the recommended place list, their opinion based on their current emotion stated as shown in Table 5. According to the results, CFEUB and TFEUB lists are highly preferred by users as well matched with their current emotions.

Table 5: Preference Values for Algorithms for the Top Five Places

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Overall preference</th>
<th>Preference with the emotion of user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFN</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFUB</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFE</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFEUB</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFUB</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEUB</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we analyzed the effectiveness of using user emotion and behavior in context-aware tourist destination recommendation. This was achieved by utilizing Pre-filtering and Tensor Factorization techniques in the recommendation process. User emotion and behavior are much employed in classical recommendation domains like music, movies, and books, but the travel destination recommendation is still in the early stages of development in using the selected parameters. Since adapting emotion in the consumption stage of the recommendation is difficult, in our study we focused on the effectiveness of using emotion along with user behavior in the proposed recommendation. Our system can outperform several state-of-the-art context-aware travel recommendation systems. In both Pre-filtering and Tensor Factorization incorporation of context outperformed well. We employed Plutchik’s emotion classification for both emotion word detection derived from reviews and acquired users' current emotions into the system. Based on the emotion selected by the user, we suggested that the recommended place list should consist of positive emotion categories: Joy, Anticipation, and Trust.
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